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1. Introduction 
 
ZPA stands for Zero Pressure Accumulation conveying. The controller (module) offers 
this function in order to achieve zero pressure accumulation conveying, completely 
independent of a higher-level control system. 
 
For this purpose, each zone is equipped with a zone sensor, which is connected to the 
controller. With the help of these sensors, the controller detects if there is conveyed 
material within the zone. A controller can communicate with the respective upstream or 
downstream controllers. This ensures that, should the conveyed materials stop in one 
zone, the respective upstream zone is also stopped in order to avoid a collision.  
 
Although this function can be operated completely independently, it is possible to 
additionally establish a connection between one or more ConveyLinxAi2 module(s) and a 
PLC in order to influence the conveying process or to collect data of the processes.  
 
In the following it is shown how the connection between a Siemens PLC and a 
preconfigured controller (ConveyLinxAi2) is established.  
 
Attached to the document is a printout of the corresponding UDTs, which show which 
options are available for data acquisition as well as for control. 
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2. Preparation of the TIA Portal 
 
After a new project has been created or an existing project has been opened and 
adapted according to the other hardware, a GDS file must be installed once. This file 
contains the logical description of the controller’s hardware. The file can be found at 
www.robotunits.com/en/product/powered-roller-conveyor/?tab=Downloads. 
 
By accessing the path "Extras" ⭢ "Manage Device Description Files" in the TIA Portal, the 
file is installed by specifying the source path. 
 
There is a UDT available which should also be added to the project. The file can be found 
at www.robotunits.com/en/product/powered-roller-conveyor/?tab=Downloads. 
Please add the file to the project as follows: 
  
1. Project navigation: " [PLC Name]" ⭢ "External Sources" ⭢ "Add New File"  
2. After adding, right-click on the file and select "Generate Modules from Source". 
3. The PLC-Variables are therefore successfully generated. The project is now prepared 
for use with ConveyLinxAi2. 
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3. Adding a controller 
 
Select the network view and open the hardware catalog. The correct controller will be 
added to the network view from the following path:  
"Hardware Catalog" ⭢ "Additional Field Devices" ⭢ "PROFINET IO" ⭢ "I/O" ⭢ "Industrial 
Software Co." ⭢ "ConveyLinx" ⭢ "Conveyor Control with standard configuration". Add 
ConveyLinx Ai. It is important that exactly this controller is added under the exact 
specified path!  
 

 
 
Via the auto-configuration the Profinet Name of the controller has already been changed 
according to the following syntax: conveylinxzpa-X-Y. Here X for the second last Byte of 
the IP-Address of the controller and Y for the last Byte of the IP-Address. In this example, 
the IP-Address of the controller is 192.168.0.20. Therefore, the Profinet Name is: 
conveylinxzpa-0-20. This name must be used in the project and cannot be changed. 
After adding the controllers, adjust the Profinet Names and the IP-Addresses in the TIA 
Portal.  
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Now assign the specific data types, which are generated by the UDT, to each controller. 
For this you need the I/O Addresses of the controller. The respective start addresses can 
be viewed in the device view.  
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In this example, the start address of the input controller is 124 and the start address of 
the output controller is 126.  
Add a new variable table: "Project navigation" ⭢ "[PLC Name]" ⭢ "PLC-Variables" ⭢ "Add 
New Variable Table". 
 
Add an input variable and an output variable to the table for each controller. The names 
are user-definable. The data type to be used is "CLAiZPA_In" for each input controller and 
"CLAiZPA_OUT" for each output controller. In the third column, the corresponding start 
address, which was read before, is entered in each case. Make sure that the operand 
labeling is assigned correctly (Output=Q or A and Input = I or E). The initial bit is always 
"0". In this example, it looks like this: 
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The controller is now correctly integrated and be can be used in the program. 
 
 

4. Example program 
 

In the example program displayed below, it is demonstrated how to work the newly 
added variables. "Modul1_IN" and "Modul1_OUT" are placeholders for all registers 
starting from the specified start address. In the example, the left digital input of the 
controller is read. If this is HIGH, the downstream zone is accumulated. If this is LOW, the 
downstream zone is not accumulated. The description of all registers is attached to this 
document. 
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